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As software continues to permeate our daily lives, companies increasingly see the capability to develop and maintain reliable software products as a competitive advantage. Yet many companies continue to release defect-ridden software products. To push software development toward engineering-level precision, software development organizations must use quality-enhancing techniques, methods, and tools right from the beginning of a project.

One popular quality assurance method is the software review, which we define as a non-execution-based approach for scrutinizing software products for defects, deviations from development standards, and other problems. A software product is any work element resulting from such software development activities as requirements gathering, design, coding, or test plans. Some observers estimate that review methods and variants such as walkthroughs and software inspections permit the detection and correction of 50 to 90 percent of a software product’s defects. Even so, software reviews—“invented” at least 30 years ago—still haven’t become common practice in today’s software development projects. At least, the extent to which review variants have penetrated the software industry remains unclear.

To investigate how industry carries out software reviews and in what forms, we conducted a two-part survey in 2002, the first part based on a national initiative in Germany and the second involving companies worldwide. Although the survey couldn’t determine how many companies perform reviews, it does provide insight into how a sample of companies design and conduct reviews. This is important because reviews come in rather different flavors based on varying contextual characteristics and constraints.

A 2002 survey found that many companies use software reviews unsystematically, creating a mismatch between expected outcomes and review implementations. This suggests that many software practitioners understand basic review concepts but often fail to exploit their full potential.
The survey yielded two main results. First, many of the responding companies integrated reviews into their software development projects, with goals ranging from early defect detection to better team communication. Second, review approaches vary widely, with a strong tendency toward nonsystematic methods and techniques.

What we mean by reviews

During a software review, an organization conducts an analysis or examination of software products that

- Primarily focuses on finding defects
- Is conducted by developers (not by an external group)
- Is conducted as part of the development process

This definition includes review variants such as walkthroughs and software inspections. In walkthroughs, one or more reviewers and the author meet to discuss a document. Inspections involve a more formally defined process in which reviewers individually and systematically examine a document and record their findings.1,3

We can characterize reviews along several dimensions,4 but we focus here on the review process and on reading techniques to support the reviewer in analyzing a document. In general, reviews typically follow a defined sequence of steps:

- Review planning involves selecting the review team, assigning roles and responsibilities, and scheduling the different review process steps.6 Review entry and exit criteria can be established to make sure that reviews are planned and conducted appropriately.
- During defect detection (also called the preparation phase), reviewers individually read the document to get an overview and understand its content. Moreover, this is the phase to find and document defects.
- The review or team meeting is the traditional approach for collecting and discussing the defects detected by the individual reviewers. During the meeting, each individually reported defect is discussed and either accepted as a defect or refused as a false positive.
- Throughout the defect correction phase, the author of the reviewed document removes all reported defects and considers all stated comments.
- During follow-up, one of the review participants checks whether all reported defects have been dealt with. This step also includes giving feedback to the reviewers about the review results.

All review variants follow a similar pattern, although the parameters for each step may vary according to the review type chosen and its implementation in a given software development project and company. In some cases, a company may skip one or more steps altogether.

Reading techniques support the reviewer in detecting defects, and they vary widely. The least formal technique is ad hoc reading, where a reviewer just reads the document and notes any defects encountered. More formal reading techniques include checklists, perspective-based reading, and other advanced techniques.7,8

The survey

Despite the large volume of work on software reviews in the past three decades,4,5 no large-scale study had examined review adoption in the software industry. So, in 2002, the International Software Engineering Research Network (www.iese.fhg.de/ISERN) and the Fraunhofer Institute for Experimental Software Engineering (IESE) initiated a large online survey on the state of software review practice. Because we defined the software review as a static examination conducted as part of the development process, we were only interested in regularly occurring review activities.

As noted, we conducted the survey in two parts, the first within the context of VisER9 (www.visek.de), a German project aimed at creating a virtual competence center on software engineering methods, and the second in cooperation with ISERN, an international network of researchers dedicated to empirical software engineering.10

We invited 865 people—contacts of Fraunhofer IESE and ISERN members—by email to participate in the survey. We also selected participants from the 2001 and 2002 International Conferences on Software Engineering and from the 2001 and 2002 International Symposia on Software Metrics, and placed calls in several newsgroups.
Altogether, 226 people from various domains and countries responded. Half of the respondents came from Germany and another 33 percent from the rest of Europe. Most respondents came from Germany because those responsible for both parts of the survey were located there and invested much time and effort to convince companies to participate. Similarly, the Norwegian project InterProfit funded some of the survey, resulting in a high percentage of companies from Norway (12 percent). Unfortunately, a comparable effort was not feasible for the North American market, so only 12 percent of the participants came from the US or Canada. Five percent came from elsewhere.

Companies of all sizes participated, from very small (one to five employees) to very large (more than 10,000 employees). Overall, about 47 percent of the respondents stated that they were from “small and medium-size enterprises” of fewer than 500 employees. Similarly, the respondents’ IT departments ranged from very small to very large (Figure 1). Altogether, about 70 percent of the respondents stated that their IT departments had up to 500 employees.

Respondents also represented companies from various industry segments, including embedded systems (27 percent), telecommunications (10 percent), information systems (30 percent), Web or mobile applications (14 percent), and others (19 percent).

The most fundamental question about survey methodology is whether the respondents represent a valid sample of the entire population—that is, whether our sample is representative of “typical” software companies. As both parts of the survey depended on voluntary participation, the sample is likely biased toward companies that already use software reviews or are generally interested in quality assurance techniques. However, since we sought to examine how companies conduct the review process rather than what percentage of companies conduct reviews, this bias might be small enough to allow valuable conclusions. Another bias might result from quality and reliability being primary issues for companies that develop time- or safety-critical software. However, with no complete databases about software-producing companies worldwide, we couldn’t do much to avoid these biases.

**Survey results**

We analyzed the results in terms of review process steps, goals, usage throughout different development phases, and economic aspects.

**Execution of the review process**

Table 1 summarizes the survey’s main findings for each step in the review process.

**Review goals.** When asked about the main drivers for using review technology, 73 percent of respondents rated quality improvement as very important, 52 percent rated project status evaluation as important, and 54 percent viewed reviews as a means to enforce standards. Although other goals are important, too, the results indicate at first sight that early defect detection still is the major impetus for adopting review technologies. Also, the respondents perceived ad hoc (unsystematic) reviews as offering benefits other than defect reduction, such as improved communication and standards enforcement.

When asked about obstacles to using reviews, most respondents cited time pressure (75 percent), cost (56 percent), or lack of training in introducing reviews (50 percent). Looking at the introduction effort in more detail, only 12 percent of participants said they were trained in the review process, while 67 percent learned it by participation.

**Using reviews in the software development process.** Among all the respondents, 72 percent produce a requirements document, 68 percent produce a design, and 72 percent produce code during software development. The high number of companies that do not produce
code seems surprising at first sight, but one possible explanation is that many companies outsource code production—a common practice in the automotive industry, for example.

However, even if they produce documents for a specific phase, fewer than half of the respondents regularly perform reviews. For example, of those who produce documentation, 42 percent review requirements, 40 percent review design, and 28 percent review code. That is, for all the development stages, most participants don’t regularly conduct reviews.

**Review planning.** Among the respondents, 20 percent stated that they usually conduct an explicit planning and overview step. A third use no formal entry or exit criteria—for example, when asked how they identify whether a document should be reviewed, 32 percent said they use no criteria; 44 percent review a document because the project or quality plan requires it, and 40 percent do it because someone rates that document as critical. The rest use the document’s size or complexity, for example. (This question had more than one possible answer, so the answers add up to more than 100 percent.) For other entry or exit criteria, we noted similar findings in that about a third of participants use no formal criteria.

**Defect detection.** About 40 percent of respondents regularly conduct a defect detection step—which means about 60 percent don’t search for defects individually. Supporting this finding, half the respondents stated that reviewers only search for defects during the team meeting. Of those that conduct a defect detection step, 35 percent let their reviewers examine the documents in an ad hoc fashion, 50 percent use a checklist, and 10 percent use more specific reading techniques such as scenarios or perspective-based reading; the rest use simulation and other techniques.

**Meeting.** About 40 percent of participants regularly hold a review meeting. Such meetings can have different purposes, ranging from consolidating defects to detecting defects. Independent of whether they regularly conduct meetings, 50 percent of respondents consider defect detection to be a team activity, and 57 percent consider collecting defects as an important goal of a meeting, if they conduct one. This confirms that many participants see the value of team meetings in finding and collecting defects.

**Defect correction.** Clearly, reviews should involve some kind of correction phase, yet only about 40 percent of participants stated that they regularly conduct an explicit defect correction step. One possible explanation came up during a workshop where we discussed initial survey results. Some practitioners reported that, in their environment, defects are sometimes detected in a review but not corrected because the authors do not have enough time.

**Follow-up.** About 35 percent of participants stated that they regularly conduct a follow-up phase, during which someone verifies the rework and the reviewers receive feedback about the review results. Two additional observations support this finding. First, 40 percent of respondents stated that they have an explicit step to verify rework, independent of a follow-up phase. Second, only 16 percent of all companies provide regular feedback to the reviewers, 52 percent do so occasionally, and about one third never do.

**Review economics**

The participants reported, on average, three reviewers per review. Answers ranged from 1 to 20 reviewers.

To gauge review effectiveness, we asked participants to estimate the percentage of de-
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**Table 1**

**Summary of survey results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Review step</th>
<th>Primary survey results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Review goals</td>
<td>Main goals are quality improvement (73% of respondents) and enforcing standards (54%).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development process</td>
<td>40% regularly review requirements and design documents. 30% regularly review code.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review process</td>
<td>Only 20–40% conduct individual review steps regularly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning, overview</td>
<td>20% usually perform planning, 30% do not use any formal entry or exit criteria for reviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defect detection, preparation</td>
<td>40% usually conduct the preparation phase. Of those, 35% use ad hoc reading, 50% use checklists, and the rest use more advanced defect detection techniques or alternatives such as simulation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meeting</td>
<td>40% usually conduct a meeting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow-up</td>
<td>35% have some kind of follow-up step. Independent of that, 40% verify rework, and 16% regularly give feedback.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimization</td>
<td>60% collect data, but 30% of these do no analysis, and fewer than 25% use the data to optimize reviews.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
effects typically caught with reviews. As Figure 2 shows, 16 percent of respondents stated they catch 0 to 20 percent of defects and 14 percent catch 81 to 100 percent, while 70 percent estimate their reviews’ effectiveness in the mid range of 21 to 80 percent. Participants who collect defect data tend to rate review effectiveness higher than those who don’t. However, since these data are only estimates, we hesitate to draw conclusions from them.

About 60 percent of companies represented in the survey collect some kind of data from their reviews. For example, 36 percent collect the number of defects found during a review, and about 20 percent collect effort data.

Of those who collect data, about 30 percent do not analyze them at all. Of the rest, 70 percent state that they do some form of optimization: 41 percent try to optimize the development process, 23 percent optimize the review process itself, and 6 percent do other optimizations.

**Implications**

Despite three decades of research on review technologies, no study has yet investigated their large-scale industrial adoption. This survey sample covers companies ranging widely in size and domain, but as participation was voluntary, we expect the sample to be biased toward companies that are interested in quality assurance technologies. In particular, we expect the penetration of reviews in practice to be lower than this survey suggests.

Our finding that respondents conduct reviews regularly but often unsystematically suggests that many companies don’t exploit reviews’ full potential for defect reduction and quality control. We base this statement on three observations.

First, reviews don’t systematically cover the development phases. About 40 percent of respondents perform reviews on requirements or design documents, and about 30 percent on code. Empirical results show, however, that reviews of early documents can prove especially profitable,4,5 and Michael Fagan’s results show that code reviews also pay off even if the code is being tested later.3

Second, companies often don’t systematically execute the defect detection step itself. About 60 percent of respondents said they do not regularly conduct a preparation phase for reviews, even though empirical studies have shown this step to be crucial for effective reviews.11,12 Moreover, among those who conduct a preparation phase, 50 percent use a checklist to support that step, and fewer than 10 percent use a more advanced reading technique; fully 40 percent use ad hoc reading—that is, they don’t offer systematic support for defect detection. Empirical results have shown that ad hoc reading generates highly variable results because it depends on the reviewer’s expertise. Systematic reading techniques can significantly improve review effectiveness compared to ad hoc reading or checklists.13

Finally, companies seldom embed software reviews in a systematic process evaluation and improvement program. Overall, more than half the companies either do not collect data (40 percent) or collect data but perform no analysis (18 percent). Fewer than 25 percent of those who collect data try to optimize the review process, even though optimization has proved crucial to achieving highly effective reviews. There are no silver-bullet technologies—companies must adapt every technology to their specific contextual needs and characteristics to optimize its performance.

The Impact project is tracing industry success cases to research and tries to establish guidelines for successful technology transfer.14 It found that for reviews, inspections, and walkthroughs, three factors usually proved critical to sustainable success in industry:

- **Process adherence.** Companies must integrate the review process into the development process and execute it regularly. This requires a defined, nonoptional review process.
- **Systematic reading technique.** Whereas results of ad hoc readings vary a lot and de-
Optimization. Experience shows that without optimization, reviews are not very effective. Success stories that reported high effectiveness (90 percent or more) achieved this only by tailoring the review process to their needs and context.

Ad hoc reviews without clear process and method support can still be valuable—our survey data show that participants perceive benefits other than defect detection and quality control, such as enforced standards, project status evaluation, and improved communication. However, with 73 percent of participants citing increasing product quality as an important review goal, we see a mismatch between the expected purpose and the review implementation.

Companies aiming for sustainable, effective use of inspections, reviews, or walkthroughs should mimic successful companies’ transfer guidelines. Web portals of experience centers such as CEBASE (www.cebase.org), VISEK (www.visek.de), and ESERNET (www.esernet.org) capture and present some of these guidelines.
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